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ABSmCT (c) 

\ Spaced armor has sometimes been known to exhibj.. marked 
siqDeriority in resistance to penetration over a solid target of 
equivalent ireight.     A simple spaced-artr^r arrangement, consisting 
of a single plate spaced at various distances from, anrl parallel to, 
a much thicker main armor, T»as tested against statically and cfcnianrlcally 
fired 106-iaa, TOAA, HEAT projectiles at several obliquities.     Results 
indicate a redaction in total steel penetration due to spaced armor, 
with ^he reduction increasing as the spacing increases. 
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1,       (C)  INTRODUCTION 

It has been known for many years that arrangements of armor containing 
one or more air spaces sometimes exhibit marked supariority in resistance to 
penetration over a solid target of equivalent weight.   This feature has not, 
however, led to the wicleeipread use of such armor^ not only because of design 
problems, but because penetration data have not consistently displayed a 
worthwhile improvement in protection.    Recent tests have shown that spaced 
armors effectively defeat HEP projectiles and considerably degrade the penetra- 
tion of certain types of kinetic-energy projectiles, especially those employing 
tungsten-carbide penotrators. 

Spaced armor has also been proposed as a defense against HEAT ammunition. 
Several agencies have reported test results and the conclusions reached there- 
from have differed«     Some publications (References 1 and 2) have indicated 
that ipaced armors are of little value, and under certain conditions perhaps 
give worse performance than conventional annor.    Others (References 3 and 4) 
have found spaced armar to be quite effective in reducing shaped-charge 
penetrations.     Reference 6 shows that spacing alone will decrease signifi- 
cantly the penetrating ability of the 1044..    The lack of agreement in the 
conclusions seems to indicate that the basic factors responsible for the 
observed performance of spaced armor are not completely understood. 

The tests reported here were designed to study the significant factors 
associated with ctynandc versus static firings, and the effect of plate spacinc 
and armor obliquity on depth of penetration of the M344, HEAT projectiles. 

2.      (C) DESCRIPTION OF 1ATERIEL 

All skirting plates used during the test were flame-cut to 12 by Iß 
inches from larger pieces of 1/2-inch, SAE 1020, mild steel, with a hardnscs 
of approximately 125 Bhn. 

The main armor was made up by stacking and banding a sufficient number 
of 4- by 3-foot by l/2-inch, SAE 1020, mild dteel plates with a hardness of 
approximately 125 Bhn. 

The 106-^m, HEAT, 1044 projectile was used throughout the test.    Tro 
lots of projectiles, 1*U~4 and !A4-9, were used.     Complete rounds, loaded 
with servlce-zelocity c *rges, were used for the dynamic phase of the test. 
The cartridge case and propellant were removed from the rounds that were to 
be statically detonated.      They were statically detonated using a pressed 
tetryl booster and an electric blasting cap. 

^mmmmmmm 
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In addition to the nodification necessary for static detonation, 40 

rounds received additional modification in that the ogive of the projectile 
eas sailed off Just ahead of the cone base (Figure 1).

Figure 1 - B29956: Uodified Shell (Left) Sham iri.tb IhaodLlied Shell,

3. (C) DETAILS CF TEST

3,1 Procedure and Results

The tasting program eas divided into static detonation, djnMdo 
firing, and speoial etatLo detonation phases.
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PROJECTILE 

PROJECTILE REST 

SUPPORT 

-L   DISTANCE   FROM 

SKIRTING  PLATE TO 

MAIN ARMOR 

SKIf    (NO PLATE 

. TOTAL    STANDOFF 

Figure it Jotup Used ^nr Jtatic Detonation Riaso. 

platca 
Tl-ja desired ouliqui 
profabricatod to 
and (O0 obliquitj 
IA and IB. 

ivltj' rraa obtained by plAdl^ tlN .rojccüle on a, wooden root 
tiro the required oblipaty.    Tcr.'ls «m conducted tt 0°, A;p 

Tlio rejidtant data ' ru jtf   i ■ l.C in t./o .-aia La Tabloa 
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mic' Stool Siaood Tablo IH.      Total Linc-of-Jot Ponetaf«tlonj 0'-   ;- C) In 

Armor TJy Sfta'-äL'caUy Detonatod 106-i.ia, M3'4, .HEAT Frojoc'tiloa, 
Lot If A-4. 

CBUQUm 

Distanoe 9° 45° 60° Ovor-all 
B, ^feanj t 3td Dev, a:!oan,    Std Dov, Htean, 3td Dev, Average, 

Inchas in. in. in.          in. Ln. in. inches 

0 17.3 0.49  .          _— 17.7 1.6 17.5 
6 15.0 1.04            —. „— — 15.ü 

12 12.8 2,08 14.3       1.12 L2.5 2.92 13.20 
24 9.9 2.60 —        — 3.5 1.02 9.2 
'C - — — —        — 5.3 1.7/ 5.3 

UO-round grcjups. 
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Total Perpendicular ftnetratiom (X + Z) into ItLld Steel 
Spaced Armor by Statically-Detonated 106-ran HEA.T Projectiles, 
Lot MUMI. 

Distance 
I, 

inches 

0 
6 
8.5 

12 
24 

17.3 
15.0 

12.Ö 
9.9 

Ifean,     Std Dev, 
in. in. 

0.49 
1.04 

2.08 
2,60 

QBLIQUm 
-g?— 

Mean,     Std Dav, 
in. in. 

10.1 0.79 

"50^ 
Uean,      Std Dev, 
in. in. 

8.9 
6.3 

4.: 
2.9 

0.80 
1.46 

0.51 
0.89 

/IO .C<?Pariaonf of the penetration data for the same line-of-jet staridoffs 
IU inches and 24 inches) indicate no significant difference due to obliquity. 
Figure 3 is a plot of the same data versus standoff. 
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PL0TTCD   POINTS   AHl   AVERAGES   Or     iO   ROUNUS 

Figure  3"  Penetration of   Mild   Steel    by     106-MM M344 

HEAT  Projectile, Siatically Detonated,   at Various 

Obliquities and   Amounts of   Standoff 
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3*1'2 Pyaamic Firing Ihase. Standard plate butts were used to support 

the bain armor at the desired angle of obliquity. A special steel plate- 
bolder was fabricated to support the skirting plate and bold it rigidly at 
the desired angle of obliquity; bovever, it was rendered useless after 
only one round., so thereafter vooden stands vere fabricated to bold the 
skirting plate at the required obliquity. It is believed that little, if 
any, skirting plate rigidity was sacrificed by using skirting plate supports 
made of wood rather than steel because of the extremely fast fa«« action of 
the projectile and the inertia of the skirting plate. The recoilless rifle 
was positioned 150 feet fron, and at normal azimuth to, the skirting plate, 
which was in front of, and parallel to, the main aruor (Figure k). 

OSUQUITY- 

MAIN ARMOR 

SKIRTING PLATE SPACING 

—*  loo'  

SKIRTING  PLATE 

SKIRTING PLATE   SUPPORT 

106 MM RECOILLESS  RIFLE 

5" m. i 

Figure k:    Teat Setup libed for lynamlc Aase. 
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The average depth of penetration versus standoff for various 
obliquities along irLth their standard deviations are tabulated two ways in 
Tables IIA   and IIB . 

Table IIA.      Total Iine-of-Jet Penetrations (A + C) Into mid Steel 
Spaced Amor by BynamicaUy Fired 106-inm 10AA HEAT IVoJectils. 

8 

QBLIQUITT 
Distance 0° 45° 60° f>v»r-ftl!l 

B, 
inches 

alfean, 
in. 

b20.1 

StdDev, 
in. 

a]üBan, 
in. 

18.7 

Std Dev, 
in. 

a?i9an, 
in. 

Std Dev, 
in. 

1.91 

Average, 
inches 

0 0.56 0.59 20.5 19.77 
6 

12 

l,2ö.0 
b19.3 

.78 

.06 16,0 2.20 17.2 2.38 
20.0 
17.50 

17 ^.5.1 3.33 —   — 15.10 
24 ^.s.i 1.34 23.3 1.79 12.8 3.52 13.73 
40 — — — 8.5 1.47 8.50 

^n-round groups. 

^ojectile lot W14-9;   all others, lot 1A4-4 . 

10 
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Table IIB. Total Perpendicular Penetrations (X + 2) Into Illd Stoel 
Spaced Armor b/ T^iiauTdoally Fired 106-Kim, HSAT Projectiles. 

OBLIQurTT 

Distance 0° 45° 60° 
Y, Mean, Std Dov, J.:can, Std Dev, Mean, Std Dev, 

inches in. 

20,1 

in. in, . in. in. 

16.3 

in. 

0 »•■-— 13.2 0,42 0.96 
6 20.0 — — — 8.6 1.19 
8.5 — — 21.3 1,56 — — 

U 19.3 — — 6.4 1.76 
17 15.1 — 9.4 1.27 — — 

24 15.1 — — — 4.3 .74 

High-speed motion pictures (16-inm Fastax) wtra taken of five rounds eacb 
impacting the skirting plate at 45 and 0 degrees obliquity.     As can be se^n 
fron Figure 5 the projectile nas photographed approodLnfttely 9 tdünes per 
milH second prior to impacting the skirting plate.     No evlderMu of ogive 
collapse, skirting plate movement or collapse, or projectile skid nee found 
after careful examination of all the high-speed motion pictures taken. 

ji 
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»H%<<ECT)LC
i •XIRT

.{■■■■;' V * ’' -vIJl ^ ‘

4 •'.

>Tm

%m
Figure 5 - 59T1493s 106-nm, 1044, HEAT ProjecUxo, Fired I^rnani oally,

ie Shmn ftrior to and After Inrectlnc the Skirting Plate Set at 45® Obliqultgr* 
The Lower Picture Indicates that the Skirting Plate is Intact After the 
Projectile Fuze has tuncUoned. The Projectile is Shown to bo Partially 
Intact on the Original Film; However, the Detaila wre Obecured in this 
Reproduction. (The Front Sections of the Projectile and Skirting Plate are 
Outlined in Ink.)
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MAIN     ARMOR 

PROJECtlLE 
•SUPPORT 

MODIFIED 106-MN 
PROJECTILE 

T 
8-7/8   REMOVED 

STANDOFF FROM OGIVE 

Figure 61    Teat Setup Used During Special Static Detonation Fbaae. 
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3.1o3   Special Statd • Detonation Flase.    Eight lO-round groups of 106-iati 
1044;, HB^T projectiles were statically detonated at 0 degree obliqtiity to 
provide additional dftta for studyung tie effort of various factors on the 
depth of penetration,, 

Thirty rounds irere detonated at various standoffs (Figure 6) irith 
8-7/8 inches of the ogiva cut off (Figure 1) to detennLae the effect of the 
ogive on depth of penetration. 

Two ten-round groups TOI« «ietonated statically at 48,5 inches frca 
the main aroor»   For one of these groups the projectile rested on a skirting 
plate (Figure 2) j     for the other group the projectile «as detonated nhile 
suspended in the ajir 48«5 inches frctn the main armor (Figure 6), 

Since tiro lota of projectilea iiere used during the previews firings, 
both lots irere tested under twe test condition« to provide a direct cenparison 
and a basis for decision on the mlidity of combining data of the tue lots in 
other comparisonso 

The average depth of penetration versus standoff is shewn in Table 
in,   All projectiles were fiom   at IA.4^4 unless otherwise indicated. 

Table lU.     Depth cf Panfetxatton by Projectile s Detonated Statically 
at 0 Degree Obliquity. 

Standoff from Ogive        Motiified Projectile nith Unmodified Projectile 
as Defined in Figo6,       8 •Vö" «f Ogive Removed With Ogive Intact 

inches                      alfeannin. Std Dev,    in. 

0.59 

äJiean,in. 
b17.8 

Std DeVfin. 

0                                    20.2 1.08 
12-1/2 

K12-4 2,35 
• ^.1 2.14 

13-1/8                            19» 8 1,01 — — 

25-1/8                           15.6 2,83 — — 

48                                  — c 7.1 1.79 
43-1/2 — 7.3 3.00 
49-1/9                            10,7 2.92 — — 

^en-round gr-mpe. 
bProJ6Ctile Lot No, MA4-9. 
nl/2-inoh mild ateel skirting plat» used. 
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3.2 Stannary and Anatysid 

The results of the test provide data for studying the effect of various 
factors on the depth of penetration of the 1044 Projectile. Taken up specifi- 
cally in the paragraphs that foUoir are differences betneen two lota of 
projectiles, differences among various obliquities, conparlron of static and 
dynamic firings, the effect of cutting of: the ogive, and the effect of the 
armor skirt. 

Under ttr "jonrütlona, projectile lots MA. 4-4 and MA 4-9 were both 
tested, 

At 0 degree obliquity and at a 12-1/2 inch standoff. Lot 1A. 4-9 (Table 
m) gave an average penetration of 13.1 inches and Lot HA 4-4 (Table III) 
under the same conditions gave an average penetration of 12,4 inches.  The 
difference ^7 inches greater penetration for Lot MA 4-9), Is about one- thx* d 
the standard deviation of cither sample group. P t 0 degree obliquity and 
0-inch standoff Lot MA 4-9 {Taihl") III) gave an average penetration of 17c8 
inches and Lot MA 4-4 (Table I) gave an average penetration of 17,3 Inches - 
a difference of 0.5 inch,, 

Since these differences are small, and neither Is statistically 
significantj, the "true" differmoa (for static detonations, at least) is 
expected to be small.  Consequently, data from the two lots vrere combined 
in the subsequent analyses „ 

The averages of Tabla IIA , and points plotted on Figure 7, suggest 
the existence of an effect of obliquity on the depth of penetration (i.e., 
penetration decreases with increaalng obliquity).  The suggested pattern, 
however, does not prevail throughout the uat*. Further, in view of the fact 
that the projectiles at zero obliquity were from a different lot, a differ- 
ence between lota, even though small, would appear as an effect on obliquity 
and tend to distort or obsuur^ a small obliquity effect.  No consistent 
effect of obliquity was fc/und. 

A curve of penetration versus distance data between skirting plate 
and main armor was fitted to the averages (dynamic firings) in Table II. 
This curve is shorn as a sulid line in Figure 7. The analytical expression 
is Y = 20.18 - ,26.1 x vo00026x^« where I is the penetration and X is the 
stindoff cUstarici (both in inches)., and 0 — x afe 48. (The simple 
expression T ■ 20,.il - ,2501 describee the d&U almost as well.) 

^Tt*  statlstloal analysis of the data is based on Analytical Laboratory Report 
59-AL-20, b/ Mr. J, S. Hagan. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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A curve similarly derived from the results of static detonations is 
shewn in Figure 7 as a broken line. The difference between these curves 
(from 3 to 5 inches) is a meAsure of the difference in depth of penetration 
between dynamic firing« and static detonation«. 
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O    0°   OBLIQUITY 

# 46*        H 

• 60* 

10 20 30 

TOTAL       STANDOFF,   INCHES 

PLOTTED     POINTS   ARE   AVENAOES   OF    10   NOUHOS 

Figure  7-    Penetration of   Mild Steel by 106-MM M344   HEAT 
Projectiles Fired Dynamically at Various Obliquities 
and Amounts   of   Standoff 
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UJ z o 

< 

UJ 

u. 
r> 
x 
I- 
Q. 
UJ 
o 

OL 
o 10 20 90 

STANDOFF,   INCHES 

40 

ALL   ROUNDS FIRED   STATICALLY,   AT  0   DEGREES   OBLIQUITY 

PLOTTED POINTS ARE AVERAGES OF   10 ROUNDS 

FOR   THE UNMODIFIED   SHELL,   THE    DISTANCE   BETWEEN    PROJECTILE    AND   ARMOR,    FOR     THE 

MODIFIED   SHELL    (6- 7/8" OF   OSIVE   CUT   OFF),   THE    DISTANCE    FROM    PROJECTILE     TO    ARMOR 

LESS    B-7/8". 

Figure 8 Penetration of Mild Steel by 106-MM M344   HEAT 
Projectiles, Modified and Unmodified, at Various 
Amounts of Standoff 
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The data of Table III ara shoim on Figure 8.. The points were plotted 
so that results for shell -with the same total standoff would have the same 
abscissa.  Lines fitted to the two sets of data (modified and unmodified) 
phew the effect on penetration associated irith the shell modifioation.  The 
difference between the curves indicates an effect of 4 to 6 inches, in static 
detonations, 

It is noted merely that the Icwer curve in Figure 8 agrees «ither wall 
with the broken-line curve in Figure 7. Both represent data for the unmodi- 
fied shell, detonated statioallyo There were, hoiwver, differences between 
them in obliquities and the use of the armor skirt. 

Tiro groups of shell nere detonated statically at 48.5 inches from the 
ma.^n amor.  For one of these groups a 1/2-inch skirt was placed imnecüately 
in front of the shell (Figure ^) • Total penetration for these groupe averaged 
7o3 inches without skirt and 7.1 inches with skirt. The difference is not 
statistically significant. 

A comparison of two test results is given in Table 17. 

Table IV.  Camparisan of Static Detonations Conducted Here and Those 
Reported in Reference 6, with 1044 Projectiles with Ogives 
Intact, at 0° Obliquity. 

 Average Penetratioo,  inches  
Standoff,        Firings in This Report      Firings of Reference 6 
inches Against MUd Steel Against Armor Plate 

0 17.8 14.4 
7.9                  10.2 

12.5 12.8                      
18                   5.0 
31.5                  4.7 
48.5 7.3                      

Three important points are brought out in the Table 17.  First, both 
test programs indicate a marked decrease in penetration as standoff is in- 
creased. Second, the oommonly accepted belief that shaped charges at optLnum 
standoff (built-in standoff or 0 inches standoff in the Table 17) will pene- 
trate only about 85Jf ** auch armor plate (300 to ^00 Bhn) as they will mild 
steel (100 to 150 Bhn) is substantially borne out.  Third, as standoff 
increases the differ^m* between the penetration into armor plate and that 
of mild steel bej-wns more pronounced. This is also accepted theory. 

3*3 Obeervations 

The oalOAl-«haped ogive of the 106-M, 1044, HAT projectile has a 
9/32-ln^h wall thickness  Except for the point-initiating mechania (Figures 
1 and 9), the ogiv« Is fabricated fro« steel. A Jet passing through the axis 
of the ogive would penetrete colj the nose section (light metal, ■echanisa) 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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tidch is about two inches in length.    Removing the ogive, for static con- 
ditionfl, increased the penetration 4 to 6 inches (Figure 8) in mild steel. 
The tests of the W344 reported in Reference 6 also damonstnited that a 
significant increase in penetration could be obtained by removing the 
ogive prior to static detonation. 

In the spaced-amor tests of Reference 5, usir^ the 3.5-'inch, ]R8k2f 
HEAT rocket heads statically detonated against a simple mild steel spaced 
armor, the spaced armor tended first to increase the total penetration and 
then to decrease it, with increased space.   At 6 inches the total penetra- 
tion was about 3£ higher than into solid steel, and about 18 inches of space 
was required for a 255g reduction.    The 106-mu, HEAT, i044 projectil«, used 
throughout this test, at 6 inches of space, gave a 13% reduction (Table 1} 
and at 18 inches of spacing gave about 27% reduction of total penetration. 

The poor performance of spaced armor against the 3.5-inoh, M2M2 
rocket head at short spaces is apparently due to insufficient standoff built 
into the round, for the cone used, where^j the in-S-nm apparently has a 
standoff much closer to the optimum biilt into it. 

Spaced armor appeared to have no effect except to increase standoff 
and to provide an additional thickness, i.e., the thickness of the skirting 
^lÄte, for the jet to penetrate.     Two groups of shell were statically 
detonated at 48 inches standoff with only one group using a skirting püAtö, 
The difference in average total steel penetration,  .2 Inches, (Table III^ 
was considered statistically insignificant.    Thus, the effectiveness of 
spaced armor in reducing the jet penetration seems to be nothing more than 
standoff effect. 

Figure 9»    Cross Section of the Iks« Section of the 1044 »AT Projectile. 

19 
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4.  (C) COIJCIDSTOKS 

Obliquity has little or no effect on actual penetration when line- 
of-jet thicknesaea and distances are used. 

An average of 4 to 6 inches Greater penetration is obtained irhen the 
ogive of the M344,HEA.T round (statically detonated^ is removed. 

The 1044, HEAT round gave an average of 3 to 5 inches greater penetra- 
tion when it was dynamically firod than when it was statically detonated. 
This increase nay in part be attributable to the extra velocity imparted to 
the jet by a value equal to the velocity of the projectile. 

The effectiveness of any spaced-armor arrangement, against HEAT 
anmiunition, will be strongly influenced by the nature of the attacking 
projectile, particularly by its standoff characteristics. Thus knowledge 
of the standoff characteristics of the HEAT projectiles to be defeated is 
essential. The greater the increase in atandoff beyond that provided by 
the ogive of the M344, the greater will be the loss of penetrating ability. 

Aside from the fact that spaced armor increaaea the standoff and 
provides an additional thickness equal to that of the skirting plate, no 
other effect on the performance of the 1Ö44 round was noted. 

SUBMITTEDi 

S. M. KEXTHLET 
Project Engineer 

REVIEWED: 

^^/^^^ / 

W. C. ELESS W. A. GROSS, JR. 
Chief, Amor Branch Chief, Automotive Division 

APHIOVED: 

H. A. NCBLE 
Aasiatant Deputy Director 
for Engineering Testint 
Developnent and Proof Services 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
BTÄNDMWFOI.MMO.M ATFEIvDIX   A 

s\ rr        ~K X 7 Correspondence 
OmCQ NUfyiOTCindUfyi •  UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

•*' MrJI2Dyk8tra/ghm/2226l 

TO   « Director, Development and Proof Services       DAT'   $5 ^uiy 19157 
ATTN: Armor Branch 

FROM : Chief, Weapon Systems Laboratory, Ballistic Eesearch Laboratories 

SUBJECT: Test of HEAT Projectiles Against Spaced Armor - Project TB5-l22ij(l^ 

1. In connection wi4;h Ordnance Project TB3-1224, it is requested that fir- 
ings be conducted to determine the stopping power of various arrangements of 
spaced armor when attacked by shaped charge projectiles. Results of previous 
tests (reported, for example, in AD 1246, "Sixteenth Report on Ordnance Project 
TB3-1224) based on limited firings have tended to be inconsistent with expecta- 
tions based on static firings of shaped charge projectiles conducted by the BRL. 
The object of the proposed test is to resolve the ap^rirent differences and to 
further investigate the performance characteristics of spaced armor when attacked 
by HEAT projectiles. The detailed test plan is provided as Inclosure 1. As may 
be seen, factors associated with dynamic versus static firings, plate spacing 
and .trmor obliquity are to be investigated. 

2, The results of the subject test will be classified Oonfidential, its DA 
priority is 1A and funding is to be provided under BA flo. 492-a±f-ei. J.'JT* fa» f**-^ 

5. Mr. John Dykstre, telephone extension 2226l, will be the Weapon Systems 
Laboratory project officer and should be contacted for any further details rela- 
tive to the test program. 

4. It is requested that completed Authorized Test Program Form CRIBO-TF- 
997; giving a breakdown of estimated cost, be forwarded to Chief, Weapon Systems 
Laboratory prior to commencement of work on this program. A rough estimate pf 
the date of completion of the firim? program is also desired. 

5. Expenditure of funds for this program will not exceed the agreed upon 
total estimated cost without specific authority of the Chief, W3L, BRL. 

6* Clearance to commence this program will be furnished by pnone and con- 
firmed by a second memorandian to Director, DfcPS from Chief, WSL, af'-er review and 
agreement as to estimated cost. 

1 Incl 
1. Plan of Test 

00: 
BRL Safety Office 
BRL Bv*lfc'-t Office 

fi^U' t   -J^^ 
if«.. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
PLAN OF TEST - 106nm HEAT FRUJECTILE U5hk 
VERSUS SPACED ARMO*5 - H^OJECT TB5-1^^ 

1. The ammunition to be fired is the IC&m M?^ HEAT projectile. It is 
desired that all test rounds be from the same lot, including those modified 
for static detonation. Ten fair hits shall be fired at each test condition. 

2. Spaced plate and target material may be either mild steel, unheat- 
treated armor or specification armor, final choice to be made by the BRL on 
advice from D&PS on available material. All steel used shall have comparable 
characteristics in order to avoid differences of strength or hardness level 
over the length of penetration. Steel of uniform quality is to be used 
throughout the test. 

3. Total depth of penetration shall be determined accurately to within 
+ l/k"  for all rounds. Basic target shall consist of a pack of plates of un- 
iform thickness maintained solidly in contact and of sufficient number to 
completely contain the penetration. Thickness of the individual plates will 
be 1/2" to l" inclusive. 

h.    Face plates, when used, will be of the same armor as the basic target 
and of any convenient area. Space shall be the perpendicular distance from 
the back of the face plate to the face of the basic target. Space shall be 
maintained by adequate supports between the face plate and basic armor to pre- 
vent collapse of the face plate on Impact. Such supports shall not interfere 
with the Jet. 

5. Test conditions shall be as follows; 

a. Static Tests: 
Obliquity (degrees) 

Space (in) 0 45      60 

0 X X 
6 X- X 
8-1/2 X 
12 X X 
17 
2h X X 

ic tests: 
Obliquity (degrees) 

Space(in) 0 U     bo 
0 X X      x 
6 X x 
8-1/2 X 
12 XM XM 
17 X X 
2k X X 
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6. High speed motion pictures (8 or l6nim Faxtax) shall be taken of five 
rounds of each of the condltlonfa marked "M" of 6b for det rmlnatlon of fuze 
actions and face plate collapse. 

7. Vgnanio  teste (paragraph 6b) are to be fired first, with order of pre- 
ference 60 , 0 , 45 . 
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Office jMemorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
MrJDDykstra/ghm/2226l 

TO   t Director, Development and Proof Services 
ATTN: Automotive Divi sion. Armor Branch 

DATE: 3 December 1957 

FROM i Chief, Weapon Systems Laboratory, Ballistic Research Laboratories 

SUBJECT: Test of HEAT Projectiles Against Spaced Armor - Project TB3-1224 

REFERENCE: BRL letter dated 20 July 1957 

1. The estimated cost of this progrr ^ as contained in the Authorized Tept 
Program Form da* -id 19 September 1957 and revised November 1957 hap been reviewed 
and approved. 

2. It is requested that this test be executed as planned, commencing as soon 
as possible. DA priority of this project is 1A. 

5. Funds in the amount of $21,950.74 are to be transferred from Project Tb5- 
1224, XO No. 492-51Ö-01, to cover cost of ^hls test. 

4, It is requested that Mr. John Dykstra, Extension 22261, be notified vhen 
faring is begun. 

CC: 
BRL Budget Office 
BRL Safety Office 
Ch, Adm Div, BRL 
Program Planning Off, D and PS 

<£ &hr*~£tr*-- 

FRANIC r. GRUDDi 
Chief. r.Vjpo,, sr.(,.rn,Lilbor,t 

Oalli-iu: WewarcJi f. fbo.-norie« 
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•TAMMKO ra*M NO. «4 

Office Memorandum . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
MrJDriyk8tra/ghin/2226l 

TO   : Director, Development and Proof Services     DATS: 17 Iferch 1956 
ATTN: Automotive Division, Armor Branch 

FROM : Chief, Weapon Systsms Laboratory, Ballistic Research Laboratories 

SUBJECT:   Test of HEAT Projectiles Against Spaced Armor, Project TB3-1224 

It It is requested \,nat the subject test currently in progress be extended 
by statically firing 10 rounds at normal obliquity against each of the following 
conditions: 

a. 1/2" faceplate, 48" space. 

b. No faceplate, projectile 12.5" and 48.5" from target pack. 

c. No faceplate, ogive of projectile sawed off Just ahead of cone base, 

base of cone 21.2", 33.2" and 57.2" from target pack. 

These 60 rounds should be of the same lot of ammunition as those used in the bal- 
ance of the test if possible. Target makeup should be consistent with the remain- 
der of the test. 

FRANK IS. OBUfiBtt 
f'hi*f. Weapon ATatema Labontor) 

' 
2. It is requested that an estimate of any additional funding required be 

submittex to this Laboratory. 
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CONHUt:,.SAL 

Chief,  ..'oapcna Syoio:.7i 
Lr.bomtory,  l^illistio 
RcwoarOi. Laboratori^B 
A'A'T:

1
» IV. .joiui f^cttr« 

Tost of aSAS Proj.cLiloo   Quaint  ^ACCJ. An.iur - (U) 
ft"jjaot Tbp-'122JiV>0 ^ 

Chiofl   ^utc-.ctlvo   Jlv.,        2d joptoicbor 50 

1. i»o por ccnTor.no« wttb UT« I'/^tra, u;i "oacinmtj ox' coat" haa bocn propwod 
i'or tho Btatio doto.-iation of au aJciitiuual 2^ lo6-«aa UHXS '\jl,h prujuctiloa, 

2, Toa of thB adulticxml roiaiia wilt bo djtonatod to dotansirio tho rcductious 
of jet pVMtration cauaci by tho noao accticu of tho u^ivo.    Thio will be eccompliahod 
by aawin^ oft' tho cuiv; Jujt alioad of tho con.- baao*    TJw Modlfiei iTojoctilo vail 
thon bo dotomtod, at normal obliciuity,  into a  "mild atücl" tarjet at a Btauäcff 
otjuttl ttr tho loii^th out off of tho projo-tilo. 

j*    Ilio rcrAiuii^ uiunodifiod rounds vdll bo dotonatod at oho uorual built-in 
ouuiacff to dötorüilriü  tji» variatlec in jot ponotrutJ.cn 1 ot\/oon tha tv/o lota of 
projootilo used in tl;l8 tost« 

U»    Tho total cati.r.to of coac ia p2ü37,00. 

cc 
URL Budget Offico 

U. A. OROSJJ-   JiU 
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DISPOSITION FORM 

SeCURITY CLASSIFICATION W ns) 

UNCIASSU'IEJN 

HLE NO. SUBJECT  TeSt of HEAT ProJectileB Against Spaced Armor, 
Project TB3-122'. 

"Director, D&PS "OM   Chief, ^SL, BRL 
ATTN- Automotive Div., A.'Tnor Br. 

D*TC 6 October 1958 COMMENT NO. 1 

Mr JDDykstra/ghm/2226l 

1. The extension of subject test proposed in your memo dated 22 September 
1958 has been reviewed and cost estimete per Authorized Test Program Form dated 
19 September 195Ö approved. 

2. Funds in the amount of $2,096.00 are to be transferred from Ordnance 
Project TB3-I22k,  XO No. 492-310-11 (FY 59) to cover cost of this test. 

CO 
Budget Branch, IKI, 

KKAM\ S QKUBUS 
Chief, Weatjou Systems LuboratorT 

rD.;ir..96 -"-—■—-'•—•"— .   » «*M 
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ARLINGTON HALL STATION 

ARLINGTON 12 VIRGINIA 

NOTICE;   WHEN GOVERNMENT OR OTHER DRA'.VLtfGS, SPECIFICATIONS OR OTHER DATA 
ARE USED FOR ANY PURPOSE OTHER THAN IN CONNECTION WITH A DEFINITELY RELATED 
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